A wound assessment and management acronym: BE ME SIC SOS
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A wound assessment acronym, BE ME SIC SOS, was developed to aid consistent record keeping of wound healing and assist in teaching dressing selections: B = biofilm; E = exudate/(o)edema; m = moistness; E = epithelialisation; S = slough; I = infection; c = colour; S = size; O = odour; S = swab need.


Wound assessment comprises the assessment of many factors. The TIME acronym (T= tissue; I = infection/inflammation; M = moisture; E= epithelial edge) has been widely promoted and used for wound assessment.[1] For the purpose of consistent wound assessment for our wound study purposes, there arose a demand for more information to be consistently extracted than that incorporated in TIME. The value of the new acronym is that it provides for consistent wound descriptions in record keeping and of the clinical presentation of wounds, and consistent parameters for research purposes. It is also a useful method for teaching wound assessment to medical students and other personnel.

Methods

Several wound assessment parameters can be used, for example infection, slough, odour, colour, epithelialisation, size, biofilm, moistness, dryness, exudate and others. For the purposes of information needed for wound-dressing studies, we identified 10 factors that would be valuable. The first letters of these 10 factors were then arranged to form an acronym that could be easily memorised.

Results

The final acronym selected was BE ME SIC SOS. The reasoning behind the choice was that it was logical that if you (ME) are (BE) very sick (SIC) you would need help (SOS = ‘save our souls!’).

B = biofilm
E = exudate/(o)edema
M = moistness
E = epithelialisation
S = slough
I = infection
C = colour
S = size
O = odour
S = swab need.

Discussion

Wound assessment acronyms are useful in selecting an appropriate dressing, and the BE ME SIC SOS acronym can assist the user in this.[2]

The role and importance of biofilms has been highlighted in many articles.[3,4] Although the diagnosis of biofilm seems simple by pathological examination made under a microscope, the clinical diagnosis of biofilm on a wound based on visual inspection remains controversial.[4] Just like slime on a rock in a river represents biofilm, the biofilm wound looks shiny and slimy, and a gloved finger slides easily over it. Exudate volumes are important to manage.[5] They can range from none to high volumes, and this affects the choice of dressing, as well as duration of dressing. Oedema in a wound affects wound healing; many things can be done to address the problem, such as simple limb elevation and pressure dressings.

Moist wound healing has been shown to be hugely beneficial.[6] Excessive moistness is not good for certain wounds, however, for example, those infected with Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Finding the right balance and selecting the correct dressing based on this dynamic factor is very important for optimal healing.[2,3]

Epithelialisation of a wound is a sign of the skin healing. Several dressings can enhance epithelialisation, such as honey and dialkylcarbomyochloride-impregnated dressings, while some silver dressings can delay it.[7,8] Slough on a wound will delay healing and promote infection, and therefore it is an important factor to consider.

Infection is always important to recognise or suspect on a wound. Pus and redness (inflammation cellulitis) of the wound are typical of infection.

The colour of a wound can reveal a lot of information, and therefore has to be included in the checklist. Red wounds can be an indication of good blood supply, compared with blueish yellow or black areas that would indicate poor blood flow in those areas. Redness around the wound could indicate inflammation and/or cellulitis. White or pale wounds could indicate poor arterial inflow, whereas purple or blueish wounds may indicate venous problems. Black spots could be signs of necrosis, or result from fungal infections.

The size of a wound can indicate the progress of the wound. If it gets smaller, then it is a positive sign, conversely, if it gets bigger, it is a negative one.

Odour is one indication of how well or badly the wound is healing, or whether there is infection or not.[9] Usually a bad odour would
correspond to a local wound infection. Certain bacteria on wounds cause characteristic odours.

If one feels the need to swab the wound, this could be an indication of how worried one may feel about infection, in a wound where infection is not overtly evident. Sometimes a wound does not look infected, but there may be a clinical concern that there is occult infection. In this case, one would do a wound swab. When looking at records retrospectively, this information can be useful to help understand the condition of the wound and the concerns of the treating doctor.

Conclusion
The BE ME SIC SOS acronym is useful for teaching wound assessment, and has the benefit of providing consistent record keeping of wound progression for clinical wound monitoring, and for wound studies. The information can also be used to tailor appropriate wound dressings. In our burn unit, it has replaced the TIME acronym. In a way, it can be said that the ‘TIME’ to move on with the wound assessment and management acronym has arrived, in BE ME SIC SOS.
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